Compliance Dashboard

HOW DOES COMPLIANCE
DASHBOARD WORK?

Compliance Dashboard is a
web based tool that helps
employers
understand
their
compliance obligations by giving
them the information they need,
when they need it. What’s more,
it helps employers fulfill their
compliance duties through an
interactive email and follow-up
system
that
monitors
the
progress of each compliance
activity.
Compliance Dashboard will
maintain on-going reports of
compliance activities with dates,
names and acknowledgements.
These
reports
can
clearly
demonstrate an employer’s good
faith efforts to comply with
applicable laws and regulations.
They can also be used internally
to identify potential problem
areas.

Minimize Your Risk and Stay on Top
of Complaince Obligations With A
Powerful and Simple Online Solution
Private sector employers who sponsor
health and welfare plans – whether
they are large or small, self-funded or
fully insured - - must wrestle with a
maze of compliance requirements from
ERIA and other laws, including recent
health care reform legislation. Often,
employers are unaware of all their
obligations and are surprised when
they are hit with penalties. Compliance Dashboard helps employers of
all sizes assess their compliance needs and monitor their progress with a
powerful and simple online system. Let Compliance Dashboard’s
relevant resources and tracking tools take the hassle and surprises out of
your compliance duties.

Versatile: Ideal for employers with little or no HR staff – or for larger
and multiple-site employers who need to coordinate compliance tasks
among multiple people or across more than one location.

Information Aggregator: Employers often struggle with determining
what laws affect their health and welfare plans and what they need to do
to stay compliant. This resource provides relevant information in easyto-understand terms, giving employers a trusted source that can save
them time and reduce the hassle of compliance.

On-Time Execution: Compliance Dashboard helps employers
organize their tasks with a robust compliance calendar and email
reminders that keep employers on top of their compliance duties.

Verification: Employers can rely on Compliance Dashboard to
monitor their progress and ensure tasks do not fall through the cracks.
This tool keeps track of compliance jobs and sends automated reminders
when a required task is past due.
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